ABSTRACT Aiming to dynamic optimization problems (DOPs), this paper develops a novel general distributed multiple populations (DMP) framework for evolutionary algorithms (EAs). DMP employs six strategies designed in three levels (i.e., population-level, subpopulation-level, and individual-level) to deal with different kinds of DOPs. First, the population-level subpopulation division estimation strategy in initialization phase rationally divides the whole population into several subpopulations to explore distinct subareas of search space sufficiently. Then, during the steady evolutionary process, diversity preservation in individual-level and population-level accelerates the responsiveness of the whole population to a new landscape, while subpopulation-level self-learning of elitist individuals promotes the exploitation of promising areas. Moreover, in subpopulation-level, the archive quality assurance technique avoids repeat exploring the same peaks by storing the locations of different peaks with low redundancy. When landscape variation occurs, in population-level, historical information containing excellent evolutionary pattern is recorded to guide the population evolution better in the new environment. DMP framework is easy to implement in various EAs due to its well generality and independence about operators and parameters of the embedded algorithm. Four DMP-EAs are accomplished in this paper whose basic algorithms are particle swarm optimization (PSO) and differential evolution (DE) with different settings. The performance of the four proposed DMP-EAs is evaluated on all the widely used complex DOP benchmarks from CEC 2009. The testing results indicate that the DMP-EAs generally significantly outperform many state-of-the-art dynamic EAs (DEAs) on most of DOP benchmarks.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, dynamic optimization problems (DOPs) have gradually obtained more and more attentions by
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computational intelligence researchers due to the dynamics and uncertainties in real world optimization problems [1] . There are many good practical examples of DOPs, such as project arrangement problem [2] , [3] , cloud resource scheduling [4] , [5] , price fluctuation [6] , financial portfolio variation [7] , flights management [8] , and robot navigation [9] . Different from static optimization problem, the functional landscape, constrains or the location of optima in DOPs vary as time goes by [10] , [11] .
Evolutionary algorithm (EA) is a kind of iterative algorithm based on population evolution with heuristic rules, which is inspired by biological evolution and swarm intelligence [1] , [12] . As EAs have simple concept and are easy to understand and implement [10] , they have developed rapidly in recent years and have dominated in multiple optimization fields [13] - [16] , especially with great success in solving NP-hard optimization problems [17] - [19] . However, most of them are designed for static optimization problems. When dealing with DOPs, EAs will face some difficulties, since DOPs require the algorithm not only being capable of finding optimal solution at stability stage, but also being able to track the optimum promptly when environmental change is detected [21] . In other words, on one hand, EAs for DOPs have to maintain the diversity to find the global optimum of DOPs in each stability period [22] , [23] . On the other hand, they must make fast response to the new environment in the changing time [24] .
In the literatures, various strategies have been applied to extend EAs to dynamic EAs (DEAs) for handling DOPs in distinct changing conditions. These strategies mainly contain historical information utilization [23] , [25] , [26] , multiple population searching [27] , [28] , adaptive mutation level control [29] , [30] , and population diversity preservation [31] , [32] . However, due to complexity of real-world DOPs, it is difficult to judge the changing type of DOPs and decide which kind of strategy should be adopted. Therefore, targeted to DOPs with multiple dynamic characteristics (e.g. changing type with uncertain change severity and change frequency, moving peaks or rotating peaks with dimensionality variation), multi-strategy for EAs have been proposed by some researchers [24] , [33] - [35] . These algorithms mix different strategies, such as multi-population, self-adaptation or archive mechanism, and present better performance on a wide range of DOPs [36] .
Although previous works have obtained development in DOPs, there are still some difficulties. Many DEAs with single strategy may only do well in DOPs with a certain change type. When solving DOPs with other change type, their performance may decline sharply. DEAs with multistrategy are able to solve different types of DOPs, but still face great challenges. Comparing with single strategy, the generalization ability of multi-strategy is poor, i.e. many proposed multi-strategies of dynamic optimization [33] , [35] can only be combined with ad hoc basic EA, seriously restricting their wide application. Additionally, most of strategies for DOPs are interrelated to algorithm parameters and operators of specific EA, resulting in no effect when applying these strategies to other EAs.
Thus, how to develop a general DEA framework becomes a challenging and significant research topic. This paper proposes a novel distributed multiple populations (DMP) framework for EAs to efficiently solve different kinds of DOPs.
Our proposed DMP framework is promising due to its diversity maintain mechanism during the stability evolutionary period and its historical information utilization mechanism in the environmental changing time. Specially, the DMP framework has the following three highlights.
Firstly, the DMP framework divides the whole population into several rational subpopulations to search for the global optimum in parallel. On the basis of optimal subpopulation partition, the diversity maintaining mechanisms are designed in three levels, i.e., the population-level, the subpopulationlevel, and the individual-level. This omnidirectional diversity control strategy is helpful for maintaining the diversity to sufficiently discover the global optimum.
Secondly, the DMP framework uses an adaptive historical information utilization strategy to fast response to the new environment. Instead of utilizing historical information from elitist parents purely [25] , some more useful information about brilliant evolutionary pattern is chosen adaptively as searching guidance in new environment according to the environmental change severity. Due to the flexible selection of historical materials, disturbance of useless historical information is eliminated, and hence, promising guidance can occur in new landscape.
Thirdly, the DMP framework is easy to be combined with different EAs without any modification of them, because parameters and operators of embedded EA are not involved in DMP. In this paper, DMP is implemented with particle swarm optimization (PSO) [37] , [38] and differential evolution (DE) [39] , [40] respectively.
To verify effectiveness of DMP in basic EAs, a set of comparative tests are performed between original EAs and DMP-EAs, as well as between improved EAs and DMP-EAs. Further, several state-of-the-art DEAs are compared with DMP-EAs on complex DOP benchmarks. The testing results indicate that DMP-EAs achieve better or at least comparable performance with other state-of-the-art DEAs.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the standard definition of DOP and reviews some widely used strategies for DOPs. Section III develops a general DMP framework with multiple effective tricks in detail. Section IV firstly investigates the behaviors of DMP on distinct basic EAs, and then presents the comparison results between the proposed DMP-EAs and other peer algorithms, as well as fully analyzes the contributions of each component and the sensitivity of important parameters in DMP. At last, conclusions and our future work are drawn in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND A. DOP DEFINITION
DOPs are the uncertainty optimization problems, whose environmental states, containing objective function, variable constrains, and environmental terrain parameters, are in possible change during optimization process. These changes cause that height, width, or locations of optima in landscape are different from previous phase [41] . Generally, DOP is VOLUME 7, 2019 formulated as:
where X is a 
B. DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY
Many robust EA variants using different kinds of dynamic optimization strategies have been proposed in the literatures. The most innocent strategy may be reinitializing the entire population in new environment [42] . However, this naïve way is inefficient because population re-evolution will consume long time after throwing away all historical information. For using previous searching information effectively to assist to explore optima in new environment, some researchers put forward memory-based enhance approaches. Some evolutionary materials being useful are stored with external archive [25] , [43] or indistinct form of memory hidden in systematic representation [26] , [44] , [45] . Yet, either explicit memory or implicit memory modus are weakness when optima in new environment emerge great movement than former. Distinct from methods focusing on evolutionary information reuse, multiple population approaches are also proposed where a number of subpopulations are used to trace multiple local optima in the search space [27] , [28] . Although such approaches often produce large external computational overhead [10] , they try their best to hold more peaks, and hence, are appropriate to DOPs whose landscape is complicated. Certainly, multiple population searching keeps population diversity during entire evolutionary process, but occupies great amount of computational resource [1] . Therefore, in order to decrease unnecessary computational cost, some self-adaptation approaches were developed [29] , [30] . This kind of approaches about self-tuning of population diversity is usually used in the cases where the dynamism of change is fast but not drastic [46] . In fact, there are some complementary diversity control methods except multiple population and self-adaptation approaches, such as generating some stochastic new immigrants at each generation [31] or homogenizing fitness among areas of different populated density [32] . Besides the above mentioned five kinds of basic dynamic optimization strategies, some other strategies have also been proposed inspired by them. For example, motivated by memory-based enhance approaches, variable relocation strategy (VRS) was proposed to EAs for further effectively reusing historical information [23] . Deeper combination between EAs and VRS includes adaptive PSO with VRS (APSO/VRS) [1] and orthogonal learning PSO with VRS (OLPSO/VRS) [10] . Both APSO/VRS and OLPSO/VRS overcome the shortcoming of original VRS being unable to satisfy various search requirements at stability stage. This results in more reasonable behavioral decision during the whole optimization process. Similarly, inspired by basic dynamic optimization strategies, related works lately focus on handling DOPs with multiple characteristics by combining advantages among different kinds of strategies. Like [24] and [33] , cluster-based dynamic DE with external archive (CDDE_Ar) and dynamic DE with Brownian and Quantum individuals (DDEBQ) were advanced. Such two innovative DEAs with multi-strategy explore distinct regions in solution space by multiple subpopulations. Yet CDDE_Ar revises the amount of clusters to adjust diversity, whilst DDEBQ accomplishes similar target by controlling individual's mutation scheme and population evolutionary pattern adaptively. Some other two DEAs adopting similar comprehensive policy are based on PSO, termed as clustering PSO without changing detection (CPSOR) [34] and adaptive multi-swarm optimizer (AMSO) [35] respectively. They apply the same single-linkage hierarchical clustering framework for dividing individuals into several groups and hold certain diversity level by stochastic candidate-generating approaches. However, CPSOR incorporates redundancy control for getting over the defect of highly computational overhead, whereas AMSO achieves the same goal by controlling population size and the moment to update diversity level dynamically. Aiming to composite DOPs, there are also other strategies accompanied with PSO or DE in solving them greatly. For example, various niching strategies are combined with PSO or DE for keeping population diversity and tracking moving optima in course of dynamic optimization. Specific implementations involve adaptive niching PSO (ANPSO) [47] and vector-based PSO [48] , as well as, crowding-based DE (CDE) [49] and cluster-based DE with crowding archive [50] . They adaptively control the number and size even the radius of subpopulation by constructing distinct determination principles, to preserve proper searching state at different evolution stage, but with too many computational resources cost in common. Actually, niching strategies are also a kind of multi-strategy (comprehensive strategy) for DOPs, which integrate multiple population approaches with diversity control methods.
III. DMP FRAMEWORK
In this section, a novel general DEA paradigm based on the DMP framework is proposed for solving DOPs. Fig. 1 shows the illustration of the DMP framework. Specifically, DMP maintains the diversity during the stability evolutionary period and makes fast response to the new environment in the changing time by six strategies designed in the populationlevel, the subpopulation-level, and the individual-level.
First of all, after the initialization, the DMP adopts a population-level 'optimal subpopulation partition strategy' (OSPS) to divide the whole population into several nonoverlapping subpopulations, and different subpopulations will evolve in parallel during steady phase. Besides, in order to guarantee quality of explored peaks in the archive (where the archive is used to record elitists' locations in converged subpopulations, which can be regarded as potential peaks found by subpopulations), a subpopulation-level 'redundancy avoiding archive strategy' (RAAS) is performed to check the individual similarity before storing the best individual from each converged subpopulation into the archive. After the evolution, another subpopulation-level 'heterogeneous elitist learning strategy' (HELS) is carried out for avoiding stagnation and increasing exploitation ability. Moreover, an individual-level 'fitness hidden strategy' (FHS) is also adopted to avoid exploring similar regions that have found in the archive. When the algorithm has evolved for a certain number of iterations, the population-level 'adaptive reinitialize strategy' (ARS) is applied to adaptively determine how many individuals of the whole population should be reinitialized and how to reinitialize. Finally, when the environment changes, the population-level 'adaptive historical information reservation strategy' (AHIRS) based on environmental variation severity is utilized to guide individuals' evolution in new landscape. In following parts, these six strategies are described in detail.
A. POPULATION-LEVEL OSPS FOR POPULATION PARTITION
Multiple population strategy is widely adopted in EAs for DOPs [27] , [28] , [51] , [52] , which partitions subpopulations according to individuals' spatial distribution or individual's indices [53] , [54] . However, both spatial partition and indices partition are difficult to decide suitable number of subpopulations. If there are too many subpopulations, exploration of each subpopulation may stagnate easily because of the rare number of individuals in them. In contrast, too few subpopulations lead to exploitation focusing on some subareas only, and thence ignore potential global optimum.
To overcome the shortage of setting up subpopulation number manually, DMP utilizes a cluster-based method OSPS in population-level to obtain a suitable subpopulation number automatically. Different from the traditional clustering methods in DEAs [35] , [55] , OSPS does not need to predefine the subpopulation number beforehand. After randomly initializing in search space by uniform distribution, OSPS can find relatively reasonable subpopulation arrangement by two steps. In the first step, k-means algorithm with different subpopulation number is performed to generate a series of division schemes, where the number of subpopulation ranges from 2 to MAX_CLUSTER_NUM. It should be noticed that MAX_CLUSTER_NUM equals to 10 and k-means terminates once cluster centers stop changing for 2 iterations or the maximum clustering iteration (namely 10) is satisfied in this paper. After clustering by k-means with specific k value each time, an evaluation metric pse that balances internal distance of cluster and distance between clusters is used to judge whether current generated division scheme is good or not. Since the quality of subpopulation distribution generated by k-means depends on location of initial cluster centers, k-means are carried out 3 times where the initial cluster centers are randomly generated each time to avoid partition bias caused by uneven initial cluster centers as subpopulation number is fixed to k. Herein, the pse is described as: Fig. 2 , when the number of subpopulation is 3, the subpopulation division is most rational. In this situation, each subpopulation can focus on exploration of its corresponding area and is not influenced by outliers. Although the rational spatial partition is obtained in first step, some subpopulations whose size is too small may have too weak search ability to explore subareas adequately. Therefore, it is important to guarantee enough individuals in each subpopulation [55] , [56] . According to this observation, a subpopulation merge procedure is performed in the second step. The subpopulation whose size is smaller than a predefined minimum size will be merged with another subpopulation whose center is the closest to. This procedure continues until each subpopulation size is not less than NP MAX _CLUSTER_NUM , where NP represents total size of the whole population. Obviously, through subpopulation merge procedure, the mini-subpopulations tend to merge with other small ones nearest to for constructing some bigger subpopulations owning stronger search ability, as exhibited in Fig. 3 . Complete flowchart of OSPS is shown in Fig. 4 , where clustering(k) means procedure of typical k-means algorithm, and merge_subpo() denotes subpopulation merge procedure in the second step, which will return reasonable subpopulation partition at last. 
B. SUBPOPULATION-LEVEL RAAS FOR ARCHIVE ENHANCEMENT
Archive technique has also been widely used in DEAs [25] , [26] , but most of them neglect the control of redundancy level about stored historical information, resulting in the storage of many similar historical information. Herein, we modified the standard elitist archive method to eliminate the redundant information and fully utilize useful historical information. For this goal, archive enhanced mechanism RAAS in subpopulation-level is proposed in DMP, which consists of two steps. Firstly, the converged subpopulation is detected and its best individual will be submitted to archive. The location of submitted individual is regarded as a found peak in this subarea. Secondly, an archive quality guarantee scheme is utilized to compare this coming peak with those have already in the archive, so as to reduce memory redundancy. Note that the capacity of archive (archive size ) is set the same as NP.
In the first step, whether a subpopulation converges or not is determined by its search radius r search i , which is calculated as:
When the search radius of subpopulation i drops down to a convergent boundary called r conv , this subpopulation is regarded as convergence, expressed by:
where S max denotes the maximum diagonal distance in search space which is calculated as Eq. (5), and conv_rate is percentage of r conv with respect to S max , whose value is different among distinct embedded EA.
Whenever a convergent subpopulation is confirmed, its best individual's position will be submitted to archive. Once the location of a peak is pushed to archive, the second step of RAAS is performed to reduce memory redundancy and to increase memory quality. The detailed procedures are described as follows. Denoted the best individual submitted by the convergent subpopulation i as best i , find its similar individuals that are already in the archive (the discovery of similar individuals is described later). The worst of these similar individuals is defined as similar worst . If fit(best i ) is better than fit(similar worst ), replace similar worst with best i , otherwise, give up storing best i and end the procedure. However, if the similar individuals of best i cannot be found in archive, it means the best i is a significantly new peak. In this situation, if the archive is not full, directly store best i into archive, and terminate the procedure. To the opposite, find the worst individual archive worst in archive and replace the archive worst with best i .
Herein, in order to determine whether the individuals in archive are similar to submitted one or not, a simple yet effective similar degree judgment method is adopted here (defined as similar_judgment()). As Eq. (6) shows, distances of each dimension are compared between two locations. If those distances are all less than the thresholds of corresponding dimension, these two locations will be considered to a pair of similar locations in solution space.
In Eq. (6), sf = 0.01 is a similar factor that is used to determine similar threshold of each dimension, |a -b| means distance of two values in a specific dimension. By using the similar judgment method, redundancy avoidance is achieved in archive quality guarantee scheme.
C. SUBPOPULATION-LEVEL HELS FOR ELITIST IMPROVEMENT
In order to promote elitist improvement effectively, the evolutionary-state-based HELS is proposed to further strengthen the exploitation ability of subpopulation and increase the precision of optimization results. In our HELS, owing to analogous consideration learned from [55] , different subpopulations adopt distinct elitist improvement method (EIM) according to their evolutionary state (i.e., stagnating or non-stagnating). However, unlike elitist promoting technique in [55] , the stagnation state estimation of our strategy is more sensitive to most of stagnating situations, so that elitist improvement will occur in a more appropriate way rather than happens frequently at each iteration. With regard to HELS, it is important for each subpopulation to correctly estimate current evolutionary state. The most crucial step of this operation is the discovery of stagnation state. Here, inspired by [33] and [55] , we develop a more ingenious hybrid stagnation detection method, which mixes the detection of elitist's change frequency and change amount to stagnation state estimation. Specifically, at first, when the judgment moment comes, converging subpopulations detected by Eq. (4) can be calculated as Eq. (7).
Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) describe the condition about whether subpopulation i is stagnating or not (R search defines the maximum search radius of subpopulation at initial stage).
Eq. (8) means the non-converging subpopulation i is stagnating if its change frequency is too low. However, even though the change frequency is high enough, subpopulation i is also marked as stagnating when average change amount is smaller than a boundary value, as obtained by Eq. (9) . Noted that these two stagnation judgment conditions are weighted by the search radius factor, because small evolutionary amount in subpopulation with small activity range does not mean the subpopulation has been stagnated. In connection with subpopulation of different evolutionary state, different EIMs are performed for improving the best individual. For stagnating subpopulation, a disturbance based on Cauchy distribution is applied to mutate the best individual, whereas for non-stagnating subpopulation, the VOLUME 7, 2019
Normal-distribution-based turbulence is used. These two disturbances are denoted as Cauchy EIM (CEIM) and Brownian EIM (BEIM) respectively. CEIM described as Eq. (10) is more suitable for elitist learning of stagnating subpopulation.
where
In Eq. (10), best i represents mutant individual derived from best i , while C(a, b) generates random variable obeying Cauchy distribution. According to Eq. (10), elitist individual has a great probability to jump a long distances at each dimension after CEIM, and then guides other individuals in subpopulation keeping away from current region. Therefore, stagnating subpopulation can get rid of stagnating state as quickly as possible. It should be noted that only mutant individual is better than original one, the original individual is replaced by the mutant one, to which BEIM is similar.
On the other hand, BEIM is more appropriate for elitist learning of non-stagnating subpopulation, whose definition is shown as Eq. (11), where D is dimension of search space, and N (a, b) generates stochastic variable by normal distribution with average a and variance b.
It is clearly that elitist individual will concentrate on exploiting surrounding area with using BEIM. This operation helps improve solution accuracy at last. locate at a peak's slope or stay at a local optima as well as ignore neighboring optima that is better, when individuals in subpopulation clump towards a specific peak. However, with using BEIM, elitist individual is able to overcome these two disadvantages and promotes subpopulation exploitation, shown as Fig. 6(b) .
D. INDIVIDUAL-LEVEL FHS FOR DIVERSITY MAINTAINING
Environmental changes in DOPs are usually hard to predict. Since population has been mature, individuals will stay at a fixed location. Once environment varies suddenly, individuals' evolution will not continue to respond new landscape. Therefore, diversity maintenance is pretty necessary. Unlike some diversity preservation methods [57] , [58] proposed before, our diversity maintaining scheme acts on two levels containing individual-level and population-level. By the way, the diversity degree from different aspect is adjusted adaptively at a proper time. In this part, strategy of individual-level is explained at first.
At individual-level, explored peaks avoidance technique is implemented for increasing individual's evolutionary diversity. Similar to [55] , our explored peaks avoidance technique is also based on FHS, which decreases the attraction around explored peaks and expels individual away from location of explored peaks. However, our method is simpler than approach in [55] , because similar degree judgment way proposed in Section III-B is utilized to replace ''hill valley detection procedure'' that costs large amount of computation. At the same time, for keeping individuals away from explored peak faster, we apply a slight disturbance to each individual that crashes into explored area.
Our explored peaks avoidance technique firstly checks each individual at each generation after individual's evolutionary operation finishes. Each individual will be compared with peaks in archive by similar degree judgment method presented in Section III-B. When at least one peak that owns similar location to individual's location is found, the individual is considered as searching an explored area, and then, this individual's fitness is set to the worst fitness among total population. Meanwhile, a dimension selected randomly of its location is locally disturbed with normal distribution. As the individual evolves at following generations, it will leave the explored area gradually, because fitness in explored area is the worst, the evolutionary guidance of individuals will eliminates evolution direction towards explored region at next iterations. It should be reminded that individual's fitness and location remain unchanged if its fitness better than peak's fitness. This expelling operation doesn't cause excessive additional computational burden, but still be effective to explored peaks avoidance.
Illustration of explored peaks avoidance technique is presented in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7(a) represents 3-D environmental terrain before FHS carries out, where regions surrounded by black circle means areas of peaks explored in previous generations and Fig. 7(b) indicates how the areas of explored peaks are hidden. As shown in them, since regions of peaks in archive are crashed into by individual, those region's heights are revised to highest (discussed in minimum problem). At that time, attraction of explored areas declines sharply and the same peaks cannot be detected by individual again. Thus, with usage of explored peaks avoidance technique, individual's evolution is more diverse, owing to abstaining of previous evolutionary direction. Meanwhile, individuals will be promoted to discover more different optima. 
E. POPULATION-LEVEL ARS FOR DIVERSITY PRESERVATION
In population-level, the diversity preservation operation aims at handling the condition that converged population is unable to respond new environment in time. Inspired by previous works [31] , [34] , [35] , a fresh diversity preservation method ARS in population-level is developed here, which not only can decline external computational burden as much as possible, but also put more new generated individuals to areas where individuals explored insufficiently during previous stages. Similar to the existing congeneric method, our population diversity preservation approach also cares about two concerns: one is when to launch the operation, another is how to adjust the population diversity properly.
With regard to first concern, a relatively simple way is adopted for avoiding complicate start-up moment estimation. Unlike previous methods using to judge the moment of population diversity maintaining [47] , [49] , our way does not need to additional complex computation. Population diversity adjustment happens every TS dm generations, where TS dm represents time span of diversity maintaining. Furthermore, a favorable value of TS dm is required in order to balance between stable evolution and diversity maintenance. About second concern, we apply an adaptive individual reset approach rather than traditional immigrants generating method to adjust population diversity appropriately for eliminating external computational cost. As the population-convergent phenomenon occurs, individuals are overcrowding at a small area. It's obvious that too many individuals are unnecessary as they are confined at a limited area. Some individuals in contracted subpopulation should be removed and put to explore fresh region in search space. Fig. 8 is a simple instance about this consideration. In exploration phase, relatively more individuals should be needed to search a wide space. While in exploitation phase, less individuals are required for local search. Therefore, the reset approach firstly calculates the total number of reset individuals by dynamically counting removed individuals. The amount of removed individuals is estimated by means of shrinking level about population search radius (namely r search mentioned above). After a stable evolutionary period, since the search radius becomes smaller, more individuals should be deleted. The number of removed individuals of each subpopulation is denoted by N removal i as:
where g represents passed evolutionary generation number while MAX_GEN is total generations in an independent run. Noted that, search radius of subpopulation i in Eq. (12) (namely r search i,g and r search i,g−TS dm ) are sampled from the beginning and end at TS dm separately for calculating shrinking level about subpopulation i. The removed individuals will be reset for searching a fresh unexplored area. Consequently, the total size of removed individuals in all subpopulations equals to the number of reset individuals N reset , which is calculated as Eq. (13) . For insuring stability of evolution, at least 5 individuals should be retained at each subpopulation. N reset individuals are selected randomly from each subpopulation except the best individuals of every subpopulation.
(13) VOLUME 7, 2019 As N reset has been obtained, reset operation is performed. However, different from normal random reset operation, an intelligent reset technique with chaotic mapping strategy (CMS) is utilized here. The novel reset technique is able to avoid the explored regions as many as possible with usage of archive information mentioned in Section III-B.
CMS is a centroid-based individual generating method [59] , whose process includes selecting a chaotic center and a chaotic radius to confirm an area firstly, then producing new individuals irregularly by center mapping. Detail description of CMS is presented as Algorithm 1. According to Algorithm 1, a chaotic mapping vector cx is generated by piecewise linear chaotic mapping equations [60] at first. Then, new individual x chaos is mapped by cx disturbance on the basis of center chao and r chao . Before applying CMS to reset N reset individuals, a chaotic center center chao and chaotic radius r chao should be offered to control subareas covering by reset individuals. The center chao is a stochastic vector in search space. To avoid covering an explored area, the generated center chao is checked by similar degree judgment method proposed in Section III-B (namely similar_judgment()). If the center chao appears in any explored area, it will be abandoned right away, and then a new one is produced and checked again until locating an unexplored region. In addition, the r chao is the average search range from all subpopulations at initialization stage. It is the weighted summation of search radius in different subpopulation, calculated as:
Algorithm 1 CMS(center chao
Algorithm 2 summarizes the complete procedure of diversity preservation operation at population-level. It should be reminded that similar_judgment() describes similar testing method proposed in Section III-B where Archive represents Algorithm 2 Population_Diversity_Preservation() 1: Calculate N reset with equation (12) archive information utilized to guidance and Q center is a queue to store generated chaotic centers. Moreover, r chao just need to be computed once at initialization stage and never update until next environmental change occurs. From detail description in Algorithm 2, after key parameters center chao and r chao are obtained, CMS will be applied to reset group size individuals in one turn. Multiple groups of reset individuals are carried out to cover different subareas in search space and group size of each group is limited at most 20. At that moment, on account of reset individuals' joining, individual's distribution encounters variation than original status. Thus, OSPS proposed in Section III-A start-up again. Note that, reset individuals will be clamped to boundary once transboundary occurs.
F. POPULATION-LEVEL AHIRS FOR EFFICIENT ARCHIVE UTILIZING
At environmental change moment, the adjusting behavior should be performed for responding new environment. Inspired by departed study [23] , [43] , historical information reusing may be valuable [61] . Considering the relationship between usage rate of historical information and environmental change severity, DMP tries to control historical information reservation dynamically as environmental change is detected. In this paper, AHIRS is developed for this objective.
Dynamical control of historical information reservation is achieved according to the evaluation about the worth of historical information and environmental change severity. For estimating the worth of historical information, endurance of 44380 VOLUME 7, 2019 population regarding to environmental change is computed during stability stage. At each generation before environmental variation appears, average evolutionary rate er avg of the whole population is calculated as Eq. (15) in the first place. It actually reflects average fitness changing amount of all individuals in population at two adjacent generations.
Next, interval about er avg namely lower bound and upper bound of er avg will be updated. This interval is denoted by ecr as Eq. (16), which represents enduring range of the whole population for environmental variation. Wider ecr indicates historical information from population is more valuable, because this means endurance of evolutionary population is better.
Until environment has changed, environmental change severity needs to be estimated by some environmental scouts whose locations are fixed. Eq. (17) shows the calculation of environmental change severity ecs, where N es = 100 is the number of environmental scouts.
N es (17) It is obvious that the value of ecs is larger, the environmental change is more drastic. Meanwhile, more drastic environmental change means historical information is less useful. After obtaining ecr and ecs, historical information can be reserved adaptively. The utilization rate of historical information is decided by the reserved number of individuals whose performance is good at stability stage. A certain number of individuals computed by Eq. (18) will be reserved.
Eq. (18) Choose N reserved best individuals to reserve; 7:
Re-initialize individuals that is not included in N reserved selected ones; 8:
Obtain best subpopulation partition scheme by procedure in Fig. 4 Integral flowchart of DMP-EA is shown in Fig. 9 . Note that, EA.evolve() denotes individuals' evolutionary operation of embedded EA, and all sub-operations presented in flowchart can be seek in detail through their marks occurred in Section III.
G. RUNTIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Because DMP can be combined with different static EAs, herein we only discuss the additional computation burden of DMP components and ignore the overhead of EA applied in DMP. First, the time complexity of OSPS is O(N cluster × (NP 2 + NP) + subN 2 ), where N cluster indicates the number of cluster operation. It consists of two main parts: the calculation of pse costs O(NP 2 + NP) one time due to the comparison of pairwise distances, while merging procedure based on subpopulation center distances costs O(subN 2 ). Then, about RAAS, we need to compute the search radius (Eq. (3) Although all components of DMP offer additional computation overhead, some of them execute once every other time, such as OSPS, HELS, and ARS. These sparse operations reduce runtime burden of DMP to some extent. That is, they generally are not invoked at the same time as iteration-wise operations. Therefore, in the worst possible case, the overall runtime complexity of DMP is O(NP + subN × D) in most cases. Additionally, owing to the distributed property of DMP, it is easy to be implemented in parallel configuration, which further improves its reliability in real application.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND DISCUSSIONS A. ADOPTED BENCHMARK PROBLEMS
To make our experiments more convincing, all the six complex dynamic optimization functions F1-F6 from CEC 2009 [62] are adopted here, which contains F1-rotation peak function, F2-composition of Sphere's function, F3-composition of Rastrigin's function, F4-composition of Griewank's function, F5-composition of Ackley's functions and F6-hybrid composition function respectively. Note that F1 owns two variants, one is with 10 peaks, another is with 50 peaks. Each function includes seven change types, termed as T1-T7. Among them, T1 and T2 simulate the incremental change in specific direction. Meanwhile, T3 and T5 imitate irregular change in micro and macro levels respectively, whilst T4 and T6 can control landscape varies periodically, and T7 reflects change type about dimensional variation [62] , where its change frequency is adjusted to be higher in our experiments.
Overall, there are totally 7 × 7 = 49 test instances to verify the performance of algorithms. Only F1 is a maximum problem, whereas the rest of benchmarks belong to the minimum problem. More details about GDBG can be referred from [62] and we adopt the same problem configuration as proposed in [62] in this paper.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 1) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CRITERION
According to CEC 2009 [62] , one of the performance metrics named ''Average mean'' (Avg_mean) is used to estimate the error of algorithm on DOPs, shown as:
In Eq. (19) , N run is the number of independent runs, N change i reflects changing times corresponding to i th run, best i,j and Opt i,j are best solution found by algorithm and global optimum in j th static landscape of i th run respectively. Obviously, Avg_mean fully considers the performance of algorithm in multiple static environments and demonstrates the adaptation ability of algorithm in dynamic environment. The smaller Avg_mean is, the more superior algorithm is. Moreover, in order to measure stability of algorithm performance, 44382 VOLUME 7, 2019 standard deviation as Eq. (20) is applied as well, called STD. Reminded that it is necessary to sample the difference between optimized error in each static environment and Avg_mean in terms of STD.
In addition, a two-tailed t-Test [63] , [64] with 38 degrees of freedom at 0.05 significant level will be carried out on Avg_mean measurement between each pair of basic EA and upgraded DMP-EA. In t-Test results, markers ''+'', ''≈'' and ''−'' for each couple of performance measurement signify the conditions that DMP-EA performs significantly better than, statistically similar to and significantly worse than corresponding basic EA respectively.
2) PARAMETER CONFIGURATION
Four instantiations are implemented in proposed DMP framework, termed as ''DMP-GPSO'', ''DMP-LPSO'', ''DMP-DE/best/0.1'', and ''DMP-DE/rand/0.9'' separately. Among these DMP instances, the first two are based on PSO whereas the rest are developed from DE. In terms of DMP-PSO, we set NP = 120, TS dm = 30 and conv_rate = 0.01 while pertaining to DMP-DE, NP = 200, TS dm = 30 and conv_rate = 0.0005 are sited. Other algorithm parameters have been given a certain value in Section III, which are conducted in Table 1 . These parameter settings are examined through large amount of parameter tuning experiments and are proved being good for our DMP implementations on most of test problems. It should be noticed that all estimated algorithms use the number of fitness evaluations (FEs) as the counter of change period and termination condition for providing a fair test among algorithms using distinct population sizes NP. Furthermore, parameter configurations of our adopted basic EAs (namely GPSO [65] , LPSO [66] , DE/best/0.1 and DE/rand/0.9) are the same as their previous studies [37] , [39] . NP is set to 20 and 100 for traditional PSO and classical DE separately. Besides, there are also 5 robust improved EAs, including APSO [63] , OLPSO [64] , jDE [22] , HDE [56] as well as ADE [67] , and 11 state-of-theart DEAs, containing DASA [68] , DynDE [69] , dopt-aiNET [70] , CPSO [71] , PSO-CP [72] , CESO [73] , APSO/VRS [1] , OLPSO/VRS [10] , HDE/MEBQ [74] , mQPSO [52] , and mCPSO [52] in benchmark problem testing. These selected algorithms set their parameter as proposed in their literatures. Both 4 adopted basic EAs and 5 improved EAs will reset total population as environmental change is encountered. For avoiding statistical mistake, all the tested algorithms sample the average results by running 20 times independently, while the environment changes at least 3 times in each run. Additionally, all parameter abbreviations of DMP are listed in Table 9 of Appendix in detail for the convenience of readers to seek and understand.
C. COMPARING RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Four groups of experiments are shown in this part for displaying superior performance of DMP-EAs and explaining its effectiveness. To begin with, comparison with basic EAs and DMP-EAs has been achieved in order to investigate the effect of DMP framework. The investigation consists of the solution accuracy estimation and the measurement of algorithm reliability. Then, precision and stability of DMP-EAs are compared with several robust improved EAs with usage of GDBG system. Next, average performance of DMP-EAs and some state-of-the-art DEAs in 49 test conditions presents the robustness of DMP in dealing with DOPs. Finally, comprehensive analysis of DMP is offered to estimate the contributions of each component and important parameter sensitivity. Table 2 manifests comparing results among basic EAs and DMP-EAs, and the better results are marked as boldface. It is evident that both DMP-PSO and DMP-DE perform better than respective original EA on all 49 test instances. This promising phenomenon reflects our DMP framework is applicable for a widely range of DOPs, which is attributed by comprehensive dynamic optimization strategy in handling distinct environmental variation. At the same time, powerful generalization ability results in DMP framework can gain improvement on all four original EAs. Further, an interesting circumstance needing to be noticed is that although basic EAs are combined with DMP, their corresponding unique advantages are still reserved. We can find that DMP-LPSO and DMP-DE/best/0.1 acquire better results than DMP-GPSO and DMP-DE/rand/0.9 on F1(50 peaks) and F3 whilst DMP-GPSO and DMP-DE/rand/0.9 are more superior on F1(10 peaks). This indicates that DMP-LPSO and DMP-DE/best/0.1 have better performance than DMP-GPSO and DMP-DE/rand/0.9 in multimodal landscape, but when peaks are relatively less, the situation is exactly opposite. Table 2 . It also reflects that the improvement of PSO excesses the promotion of DE by using DMP framework. Specially, according to t-Value in Table 2 , we can find that there is particularly prominent upgrade in periodical change type T4 and T6, which may be benefit from AHIRS. Although outstanding consequences are given in majority change type, almost DMP-EAs meet frustration in T5 without doubt. This is because T5 belongs to most sophisticated and most sharp change type in GDBG.
1) INVESTIGATION OF EFFECT OF DMP
To further investigate adaptability of DMP for dynamically environmental change, each pair of basic EAs and DMP-EAs are tested by large amount of environmental variations. Meanwhile, to observe more clearly, the most complicate test instance F3-T5 is chosen in our simulation. Tables S.I-S.IV in supplementary material exhibit the simulation results. Each group of algorithms runs 3 times on F3-T5 and different optimization degrees are counted. ''Acceptable optimized accuracy'', ''Approximately acceptable accuracy'' and ''Unacceptable optimized accuracy'' are marked with ''+'', ''≈'' and ''−'' separately in each static environment. Better statistical results are also signaled by boldface.
Proprietorial DMP-EAs are still robust even though they confront continuous change in landscape. Comparing with original EAs, the number of discovering acceptable solution or approximate solution increases greatly with the usage of DMP-EAs. It may be contributed by diversity maintaining scheme being beneficial for jumping out of possible local optima. In particular, DMP-GPSO gets largest increase. DMP-DE/best/0.1 exploits most acceptable solutions and approximate solutions during the whole optimization process. Another salient point is that DMP-EAs with higher level of diversity, such as DMP-LPSO and DMP-DE/best/0.1, adjust faster to respond new environment than DMP-EAs focusing in fast convergence when testing in F3-T5. However, a fly in the ointment is that DMP-EAs also trap in local optima easily in F3-T5. Here, the complexity of F3-T5 is decisive factor. Table 3 
2) COMPARISON WITH IMPROVED EAS
Five robust improved EAs with various strategies are compared with our four DMP instantiations. Some of them adopt adaptive parameter control strategy, others are integrated with comprehensive information utilization strategy. Tables S.V-S.VII in the supplementary file show the outcomes of these 9 peer algorithms with Avg_mean and STD on 49 dynamic simulators, and the best results are marked with boldface.
An obvious view in Tables S.V-S.VII is that almost best optimal results concentrate on our DMP instantiations, which implies our DMP framework is more reliable for DOPs than other adopted enhancement strategy in EAs. In fact, only in F3-T1, ADE beats all DMP-EAs by highest accuracy. Moreover, it is worth to mention that not only DMP-EAs are topmost in optimization results, but also their stability of performance is brilliant. Apart from F2-T3, F3-T1, F3-T3, F4-T5 and F6-T5, with respect to STD, consequences of DMP-EAs reaches to summit, accompanying with best optimization results. above by counting the amount of getting the first about 9 peer algorithms on 49 test problems. DMP-EAs reach to the top 48 and 44 times in Avg_mean and STD separately. In particular, DMP-LPSO beats other three DMP-EAs due to 18 and 17 number ones about optimization results.
Although DMP-EAs perform best on nearly each test instance, an interesting circumstance reveals that there is not existing that any specific DMP-EA can beat other DMP instantiations on all test instances. In light with Table 4 , DMP-GPSO, DMP-LPSO, DMP-DE/best/0.1, and DMP-DE/rand/0.9 get the first in 13, 18, 11, and 6 test problems respectively. The reason why the best results are not concentrated on one of DMP instances may be different basic EA does well in different kinds of optimization problem. In addition, among improved EAs, different enhancement strategy also dominates diverse dynamic landscape. At simple functional landscape, EAs with self-adapting of parameter can get higher precision. In contrast, EAs with information sharing scheme are stronger at complex functional landscape. Therefore, ADE is better than HDE and OLPSO on F1 with 10 peaks or 50 peaks, whereas HDE and OLPSO are more competitive than APSO, jDE, and ADE on F3 and F6.
3) COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART DEAS
As part (1) and part (2) have demonstrated the effect and the superiority of DMP framework, this part focuses on competition with 4 DMP-EAs and 11 state-of-the-art DEAs. Tables S.VIII-S.XIV in the supplementary file display the competitive results, where Avg_mean is rendered and a rank is arranged to each evaluation outcome. Similarly, boldface represents best consequence as well as top rank. Note that, when algorithm's performance is more splendid, its rank number is smaller, and thence, the best result of each test problems is ordered by 1.
According to Tables S.VIII-S.XIV, we can know that DMP-EAs keep their robust even in comparison to stateof-the-art DEAs. Except for F4-T7, F5-T5, and F6-T4 won the championship by mCPSO, OLPSO/VRS, and PSO-CP respectively, remaining test conditions are dominated completely with DMP-EAs. 46 rank ones occur in four DMP instantiations. Similar to part (2), winners are scattered into four DMP algorithms whilst are not monopolized by specific one. There are 12, 16, 11 and 7 best results in DMP-GPSO, DMP-LPSO, DMP-DE/best/0.1, and DMP-DE/rand/0.9 separately. However, it is interesting in this turn that compared state-of-the-art DEAs are more competitive than improved VOLUME 7, 2019 EAs in part (2) . Even if these algorithms are not able to obtain rank one in most of test instances, they seize many quotas from rank two to rank four. The most prominent case may be about OLPSO/VRS, which gets 5 rank two and 1 rank three in test function F5. Furthermore, PSO-CP and CESO with diversity level preservation obtain good grade in T4 and T6. HDE/MEBQ owning characteristic of multiple populations ranks the former in T2 and T3. Whereas mQPSO and mCPSO possessing similar characteristic also perform well in T2 and T3 as the peaks in landscape are relatively less. Besides, Tables S.VIII-S.XIV also tell us that purely adaptive adjustment operations lack of good behavior in dynamic landscape, such as DASA, dopt-aiNET and APSO/VRS where VRS just happens on transient stage. Their rankings are behind most of peer algorithms in the experiment. To the opposite, mQPSO and mCPSO combining multi-swarms with adaptive operation get good result on over half of test instances. Part of mentioned observations has been certificated in Table 5 , which conducts the distribution of top four ranks. Our DMP-EAs can not only dictate the rank one, but also occupy most of ranks from two to four. The most convincing evidence is that the biggest amount of top four ranks are all obtained by four DMP instances.
Last but not least, average ranks of all algorithms on 49 test instances are conducted in Table 6 . It estimates comprehensively the overall ability of algorithm for solving DOPs. In the light of average rank, we give the final rank for each algorithm. Obviously, the top four among the 15 peer algorithms are all of DMP-EAs as well as they obtain average rank 3.14 (DMP-LPSO), 3.18 (DMP-GPSO), 4.84 (DMP-DE/rand/0.9), and 5.04 (DMP-DE/best/0.1) respectively. It is interesting that the comprehensive performance of OLPSO/VRS is near to the DMP-DE/best/0.1 that is ranked forth at last (where only 0.18 gap of average rank) owing to its strong competitiveness from rank two to rank four. With regard to the comprehensive performance of DMP-EAs, the main contribution may result from the fact that their ranks almost concentrate on top four, presented as Table 5 . Additionally, dilemma of algorithms with adaptive control strategy is exposed clearly either, because DASA, dopt-aiNET and APSO/VRS own the final rank 10, 14, and 15 separately. Generally speaking, our proposed DMP framework is full of vitality for dealing with DOPs and will contribute to dynamic problems in real-world.
4) COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS FOR DMP
This part conducts an in-depth analysis of the effectiveness of DMP framework from different aspects, which consists of three groups of experiments. First, the reliabilities about each component of DMP are measured on distinct dynamic changing types. Then, sensitivities of some significant parameters are investigated by testing all DMP-EAs on most complicated F3-T5. Lastly, the estimation of DMP's computation burden is accomplished. Note that, all experiments in this part use the Avg_mean as criteria except the time overhead analysis.
For measuring the role of each component in DMP, a series of DMP-LPSOs without specific DMP strategy (defined as DMP/wXX, XX represents ad hoc DMP strategy) are tested, whose results are listed in Table 7 . Meanwhile, in order to reflect the performance difference obviously, we choose the landscape with large amount of peaks F3 as base environment. As shown in Table 7 , different DMP components are effective for different types of DOPs. In some dramatic changing type (T2, T3, and T5), ARS plays a great role. When it is removed from DMP, the algorithm performance on severe environmental variation will decline sharply. The reason for that may be ARS can find potential peaks more easily, especially at the moment that global optimum moves by a large step. The same observation also occurs in OSPS, because rational spatial subpopulation partition promotes the exploration of more peaks. Another effective strategy AHIRS does well in slightly (T1) or periodically (T4, T6) changing type. This is mainly contributed by the guidance containing useful historical information. Moreover, FHS being used for discovering potential peaks too, is also good for severe change type, but it is weaker than ARS due to its scope of individual level. Both FHS and ARS depend on archive quality, hence the performance will have a certain degree of decreasing in dramatic dynamic condition as RAAS is removed. Additionally, because HELS is utilized to refine the optimum and avoids evolutionary stagnation, the performance of DMP without HELS decreases slightly on various changing types. It is interesting that the influence of ARS and FHS will weaken while change frequency is high (T7), even resulting in the consequence from DMP/wFHS is relatively better than DMP. At that case, OSPS still keeps reliability, because it guarantees the subpopulation's stability. Similar phenomenon happens on DOPs with slight change (T1) either.
The sensitivity of four important algorithm parameters (sf, r conv , TS sd , and TS dm ) are investigated according to testing results of four DMP-EAs demonstrated in Tables S.XV-S.XVIII. F3-T5 with most composite landscape and drastic environmental change is chosen to be test instance for observing variation of parameter sensitivity clearly. Obviously, sf should not be set too large or too small. It controls the archive quality by filtering redundant peak's locations. When it is too large, the number of peaks stored into archive will become less, and thence affecting the performance of FHS and ARS. In contrast, large quantities of repeated peaks will be submitted to archive, and offer the useless guidance to FHS and ARS. On the basis of our experiments, 0.01 is a suitable value for sf. Another parameter r conv also influences the archive quality. The smaller its value is set, the less peaks' number in archive exists. However, unlike sf, r conv is related to population size (NP) of embedded EA. In light of Table S .XVI, DMP-PSO needs a larger r conv (0.01×S max ) than DMP-DE (0.0005×S max ), where the NP of DMP-PSO is 120, less than the NP of DMP-DE 200. A possible explanation is that the small r conv is necessary to restrict the amount of submitted peaks for keeping the archive quality while the NP is large. Moreover, TS sd being used to control invoking frequency of HELS is not sensitive to algorithm performance, since it is only applied to subpopulation elitists. As displayed in Table S .XVII, the performance is slightly better as the frequency of HELS is higher due to the more refinement of global optimum, and 10 is a relatively good choice according to experimental results. To the opposite, time span of ARS TS dm is pretty sensitive to final performance. This may be contributed by the outstanding behavior of ARS in finding potential peaks. Similar to sf, TS dm need to take an appropriate value for controlling the computation burden, and meanwhile searching the potential peaks as much as possible. When the value of TS dm is set to 30, it obtains excellent consequences, as demonstrated in Table S .XVIII. Part of experimental results about DMP-LPSO is summarized in Table 8 , and more detail about parameter sensitivity can refer the supplemental material.
Finally, the running time burden comparison about DMP-EAs and their original EAs is finished. In our experiments, three significant measurements are estimated, namely the average running time at each generation T gen , the average generation number of every static environment G envir , and the average running time of every static environment T envir . 14 DOP instances (from F3-T1 to F4-T7) are tested, and the landscape changes over 5 times in each run. The experimental results indicate that additional computation burden of DMP-EAs is not large when comparing with corresponding original EAs. Fitness evaluation (FE) for individual evolution still cost time mainly. In Table S the generation number of DMP-EAs at each static environment is far less than their original EAs. However, the performance of DMP-EAs is significantly better than respective original EAs, which implies that the overhead producing by DMP framework is meaningful for handling a wide range of DOPs.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper develops a novel three level DMP framework in EA for DOPs. In population-level, DMP divides individuals into multiple subpopulations based on spatial-distribution by OSPS and adjusts population diversity adaptively by ARS for discovering and tracking more potential optimal solutions. When changing time comes, some promising evolutionary patterns will be delivered to next stage by AHIRS. In subpopulation-level, RAAS is used to reduce interference of redundant individuals. Meanwhile, HELS promotes enhancement of elitist individual effectively according to evolutionary state. In individual-level, with usage of FHS, the ability of individual's diverse evolution is improved to search unexplored peaks efficiently. Furthermore, DMP is simple to be achieved combining with various EAs owing to its well generality. Experimental results show the effectiveness and the superiority of DMP framework in significant degree of performance improvement and adaptability to the new landscape, compared with other state-of-the-art DEAs.
In our future work, we will try to apply DMP framework to more basic EAs for transforming them into DEAs or combine it with some weak DEAs for improving their robustness. Moreover, we also will consider apply our DMP to complex DOPs in real world.
APPENDIX
There are some new variables/parameters defining in DMP for descripting each component of it more clearly.
All abbreviations of these variables/parameters are conducted in Table 9 , where the brief descriptions and corresponding indices are also supplied.
